






The service life calculation

Nominal life

Service life
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Basic dynamic load rating: （N)

P :Applied load （N)
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:Hardness factor （Fig.1）

Temperature factor （Fig.2）

: Contact factor （Talbe 1）

: Load factor （Table 2）
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fH :Hardness factor

fH=1.0

fT :Temperature factor

The temperature of the service environment usually not

exceeds 80℃. f  =1.0T
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Table1 Contact factor( )fC Table2 Load factor( )fW

No. of blocks used in close contact Contact factor f C

2

3

4

5

6 or greater

Normal use

0.81

0.72

0.66

0.61

0.6

1

Vibrations/impact

Faint

Weak

Medium

Strong

Speed(V) fW

very low
V≤0.25m/s

Slow

0.25＜V≤1m/s

Medium
1＜V≤2m/s

High

V＞2m/s

1 ~1.2

1.2~1.5

1.5~2

2 ~3.5

The service life of an linear guide system is subject
to slight variations even under the same operating
conditions.Therefore, it is necessary to use the
nominal life defined below as a reference value for
obtainingthe service life of the system.The nominal
life means the total travel distance that 90% of a
group of identical system units can achieve without
flaking.

When linear guide system rolls under a load, its
raceway and rolling elements constantly receive
repetitive stress. If a limit is reached, the raceway
fractures from fatigue and part of the surface flakes
like scales. This phenomenon is called flaking.The
service life of the system refers to the total travel
distance until the first event of flaking occurs due to
rolling fatigue of the material on the raceway.

c

To maximize the load capacity of the linear guide system,the
hardness of the raceways needs to be between 58 and 64
HRC.If the hardness is lower than this range, the basic
dynamic load rat ing and the basic stat ic loadrat ing
decrease.Therefore, it is necessary to multiply each rating by
the respective hardness factor.

If multiple Guide blocks are closely arranged with
each other, it is difficult to achieve uniform load
distribution due to a moment load and the accuracy of
the mounting surface. In such applications, multiply
basic load ratings “C”and “C0 ” by the corresponding
contact factors in table1.

Note: If uneven load distribution is expected in a large machine,take into acco-
unt the respective contact factor indicated in Table1.

In general, reciprocating machines tend to
involve vibrations or impact during operation. It is
extremely diff icult to accurately determine
v i b r a t i o n s g e n e r a t e d d u r i n g h i g h - s p e e d
operation and impact during frequent start and
stop.Therefore, where the effects of speed and
vibration are estimated to be significant, divide
the basic dynamic load rating (C) by a load factor
selected from Table2 , which contains empirically
obtained data.
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Mounting Procedure and Maintenance
Mounting the PPC

Mounting Procedure
Mounting the PPC linear guide when an impact load is applied to the
machine and therefore rigidity and high accuracy are required

      1. Mounting the PPC Rail(s)
(1) Be sure to remove burr, dent and dust from
the mounting surface of the machine to which
the linear Guide is to be mounted beforethe linear Guide is to be mounted before
installing the Linear Guide.

Note:Since the PPC Guide is coated with anti-rust oil,remove it from the reference surface by wiping the surface
with washing oil before using the guide.Once the anti-rust oil has been removed, the reference surface is prone
to getting rusted. We recommend applying low-viscosity spindle oil.

(2)Gently place the rail onto the base, and temporarily secure the bolts to the extent that
the rail lightly contacts the mounting surface (align the line-marked side of the rail with thethe rail lightly contacts the mounting surface (align the line marked side of the rail with the
side reference-surface of the base).

Note:The bolts for securing the PPC Linear Guide must be clean.When placing the bolts into the mounting holesNote:The bolts for securing the PPC Linear Guide must be clean.When placing the bolts into the mounting holes
of the rail, check if the bolt holes are displaced. Forcibly tightening the bolt into a displaced hole may deteriorate
the accuracy.



Mounting Procedure and Maintenance
Mounting the PPC

(3)Secure the set screws for the PPC rail in order with a tightening force just enough to
have the rail closely contact the side mounting surface.

(4)Tighten the mounting bolts at the designated torque using a torque wrench(4)Tighten the mounting bolts at the designated torque using a torque wrench.

Note:To achieve stable accuracy when tightening the PPC rail
mounting bolts, tighten them in order from the center to the rail
ends.

(5) Mount the other PPC rail in the same manner to complete the installation of the  rails.
(6) Hammer in caps into the bolt holes on the top face of each Linear rail until the top of the
cap is on the same level as the top face of the rail.

(1) Gently place the table on the PPC   blocks and temporarily fasten the mounting bolts.

       2. Mounting the PPC  Blocks

(3) Fully fasten the mounting bolts on the master side and  subsidiary side to complete the in

( ) y p p y g
(2) Press the master side PPC  blocks to the side reference surface of the table using set
screws and position the table.



Mounting Procedure and Maintenance
Mounting the PPC

Note:To evenly secure the table, tighten the mounting bolts
in diagonal order as shown above.

This method saves time in establishing straightness of the Linear rail and eliminates the need toThis method saves time in establishing straightness of the Linear rail and eliminates the need to
machine securing dowel pins, thus to drastically shorten the installation man-hours.

 Mounting the PPC  linear guide when the master rail is not provided with the

set screws

      1.Mounting the Master Rail
After temporarily fastening the mounting bolts,firmly press PPC rail to the side reference
surface at the position of each mounting boltusing a small vice and fully fasten the
bolt.Perform this in order from either rail end to the other.



Mounting Procedure and Maintenance
Mounting the PPC

(1) Using a Straight-edge

       2.Mounting the Subsidiary  Rail
To mount the subsidiary rail in parallel with the master rail, which has been correctly
installed,we recommend adopting the methods below.

Place straight-edges between the two rails, and arrange the straight-edges in parallel with
the side reference surface of the master rail using a dial gauge. Then, secure the
mounting bolts in order while achieving straightness of the subsidiary rail with the
straight edge as the reference by using the dia lgauge.

(2)Using Parallelism of the Table
Secure the two PPC blocks on the master linear rail with the table (or a temporary table
for measurement ), and temporarily fasten the rail and the block on the subsidiary rail
with the table. Place a dial gauge to the side face of the block on the subsidiary rail from
the dial stand fi xed on the table top then fasten the bolts in order while achievingthe dial stand fi xed on the table top, then fasten the bolts in order while achieving
parallelism of the subsidiary  rail by moving the table from the rail end.

(3 )the Subsidiary  Rail Follow the Master  Rail
Place the table on the blocks of the correctly mounted master rail and the temporarily
fastened subsidiary rail, and fully fasten the two blocks on the master rail and one of the
two blocks on the subsidiary rail with bolts.Fully tighten the mounting bolts on the
subsidiary rail in order while temporarily fastening the remaining block on the subsidiarysubsidiary rail in order while temporarily fastening the remaining block on the subsidiary
rail.



Mounting Procedure and Maintenance
Mounting the PPC

(4) Using a Jig

Use a jig like the one shown to achieve parallelism of the reference surface on the
subsidiary side against the side reference surface of the master side from one end of the
rail by the mounting pitch, and at the same time, fully fasten the mounting bolts in order.

Mounting the linear guide when the master rail does not have a referenceMounting the linear guide when the master rail does not have a reference
surface



Mounting Procedure and Maintenance
Mounting the PPC

(1 Using a Temporary Reference Surface

Mounting the Master  Rail

You can temporarily set a reference surface
near the rail mounting position on the base to
achieve straightness of the rail from the railachieve straightness of the rail from the rail
end. In this method, two blocks must be joined
together and attached to a measurement plate,
as shown.

After temporarily fastening the mounting bolts,use a dial gauge to check the straightness of

2 Using a Straight-edge

After temporarily fastening the mounting bolts,use a dial gauge to check the straightness of
the side reference surface of the  rail from the rail end, and at the same time, fully fasten
the mounting bolts.
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